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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will
be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pages Number: 242 Language: Chinese. Publisher:
Machinery Industry Press. the book is mainly related to the ordinary lathe CNC system. servo system.
mechanical transmission. auxiliary control system and hydraulic system. such as transformation.
First of all. the book carding. planning the transformation of NC lathe a variety of program
transformation of ideas. including the traditional rehabilitation programs. ideas and new
technological transformation programs. ideas; involved in the transformation method.
transformation techniques described. both traditional transformation methods and technology.
there are the popular new control methods. technologies. such as the rapid development of CNC
technology. the PLC technology. inverter technology. positioning control technology. Second. the
book focuses on a variety of transformation instance. detailed descriptions of the complete instance
of the ordinary horizontal NC lathe. and for lathes many other specialized application examples of
the numerical transformation of in-depth discussion and analysis. Focus on highlighting new
technologies in the numerical transformation of the integration features. show in recent years.
numerical transformation of the new trends of the development of integrated technology. This book
is intended that the characteristics of this...
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Excellent e book and beneficial one. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You are going to like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Pr of . Tr iston Sm itha m  V-- Pr of . Tr iston Sm itha m  V

This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD
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